EATree MT5 (3 licenses)
EATree MT5
EATree MT5 is the first drag and drop expert advisor builder for MetaTrader 5. Although
MetaTrader 5’s powerful trading language MQL5 is very complex, EATree for MetaTrader 5 makes it
so easy to create expert advisors and forex signals in few minutes. You simply connect trading blocks
or boxes together to create a layout or a tree of boxes. EATree has a visual color system to guide you
through this process. EATree then converts this visual representation of forex trading strategies to a
ready to use MetaTrader 5 expert advisor or forex signal. You do not need any programming or even
knowledge of the MQL5 trading language during this process.
We are very confident to state that EATree MT5 is the first and most powerful MetaTrader 5 expert
advisor builder on the planet.
Why EATree
Ease of use
Easy to use and understand drag and drop graphical user interface. You simply connect trading
blocks or boxes together to create a layout or a tree of boxes. EATree has a visual color system to
guide you through this process.
No Programming
You do not need to have any programming background or even knowledge of the MQL trading
language to use EATree. EATree converts the visual representation of forex trading strategies that
you create in EATree to a ready to use MetaTrader expert advisor or forex signal.
Power
Access to powerful trading tools such as money management, trading controls, trailing stops, time
zones, hedging, martingale, news, and much more.
MQL Learning
If you have some programming background, you can quickly learn MQL trading languages. Every
time you create a new box and connect it, you can instantly view the MetaTrader expert advisor code
and learn from analyzing code changes.
Privacy
Privacy of your trading secrets. No need to share your ideas with anybody. You can create your
MetaTrader expert advisors or forex signals privately.
Development Speed
You decrease expert advisor or forex signal development time to minutes instead of days or months.
You can create a library of layouts or trees of boxes while you are working to reduce development
time drastically.
Complex EAs
You can develop complex MQL expert advisors and forex signals with multiple currencies and
multiple timeframes.

Efficiency
You can reuse code by saving and loading layouts or trees of boxes. You can create a database of
layouts or trees of boxes while you are working, this will speed up your next project development
time.
Error Free
You create correct MetaTrader expert advisors and forex signals code every time, assuming that you
follow software installation and update instructions.
You can get all of this for free!
We have wonderful deals for you with our partner, 4XP. Here are the 3 different buying
opportunities:
1. Buy the EATree software only as a standalone product.
2. Buy the EATree software plus deposit a minimum of $1000 at 4XP and receive 100% bonus, up to
$3000 deposit. In this buying opportunity, your cost of buying EATree software is deposited into
your 4XP account. In addition, you get extra cash deposited into your 4XP account.
3. Buy the EATree software plus deposit a minimum of $10,000 at 4XP and receive VIP Trading
account including spread reduction, 50% bonus, and VIP EATree Webinar sessions. In this buying
opportunity, your cost of buying EATree software is deposited into your 4XP account. In addition,
you get the VIP pack and extra cash deposited into your 4XP account.

